
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Children’s Day 

Children's Day on May 5th is a day to celebrate the great growth of 
children. It was originally an event to avoid illness and disasters, but it 
became a day to celebrate the healthy growth of boys. Now, it is an event to 
celebrate not only boys but all children including girls. On children's day, for 
good fortune, people display carp streamers, eat Kashiwa mocha and take 
a bath with iris leaves. Carp streamer represents parents’ hope for children 
growing strong like carps that swim against the heavy current. Kashiwa 
mocha is considered as a luck bringer because the Kashiwa leaves never 
fall until new burgeons have roots in the tree, and it inspired the idea that family line never 
fails. It is said that if you take a bath with iris leaves, the strong scent of iris leaves drives 
away the illness and bad sprits. Would you want to try the traditional Japanese events at 
your home? 

 

Information from Futuro 
On April 9, Futuro members made homemade Brazilian food. 

Brazilian beef stew was delicious, and beef was tender and 
juicy. We enjoyed many Brazilian cuisines like beans and palm 
stalk. There were many smiles and conversations which we 
don’t see in regular work days. President and Shin-Ei staffs 
also joined with us and enjoyed time together. It was like having 
a weekend-lunch in Brazil. 
 

Extension of the Validity Period for Driver’s License 
Due to the epidemic, people are requested to exercise 

voluntary restraint not to go out. The Metropolitan Police 
Department decided and announced temporarily suspension of 
the license renewal service from April 15. License Centers in 
Shizuoka also takes the special measures for validity extension. 
If you have the license valid until July 31, 2020, you need to go 
to the license center and apply for the 3-month extension. 
(Please note that this is NOT an automatic extension. You need 
to meet conditions to get the extension.) 

* Extension measures are different from actual "renewal". The validity term is only 
extended; you still need to renew the license at some point. 

 
License Center Office Hours: Monday to Friday, 9:00 to 12:00 and 13:00 to 16:00 
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Words of the Month 

Let’s Overcome the Difficult Time Together! 
Management Dept. 


